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About stem cell research in dentistry: many doubts and too many pitfalls still affect the regenerative dentistry
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Introduction
Stem cells (SCs) research is one of the most promising approaches to regenerative medicine. 1 Our understanding of SCs biology and their potential role in tissue repairing has notably increased during the last few years. However, only a few SC-based therapies have been translated into clinical applications and adopted as standard of care, including hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, or many translational strategies in dental applications. [1] [2] [3] [4] Resident stem cells are believed to contribute to the complex structure of specific tissues and organs through providing a dynamic and plastic reparative mechanism to restore local homeostasis after tissue damage. 5, 6 It is likely that any further development in the field of SC-based regenerative medicine will depend on our ability to understand and harness the plasticity of tissue-specific resident SCs.
Stem cells and dentistry
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are present in almost all human tissues, including oral and dental tissues (dental-derived stem cells or DDSCs). 7 The vast majority of scientific studies have focused on dental pulp stem cells (DPSCs), which have been largely characterized and are believed to represent a safe and highly promising source of SCs for tissue engineering. 8 Other oral and dental tissues represent a source of MSCs, including periodontal ligament, apical papilla and other soft and hard tissues of the oral cavity. [7] [8] [9] [10] Furthermore, MSCs derived from discarded tissues have been suggested as alternative source of MSCs: recently, MSCs derived from human periapical dental cysts (hPCy-MSCs) 9,10 were reported to have interesting properties, also under stress-related conditions, including a marked osteogenic commitment 10, 12 and the ability to spontaneously differentiate towards neuron-like cells.
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Stem cells niches are the "quantum entanglement" of regenerative medicine
Starting from the original paper by Schofield 13 , the concept of SC-niches has evolved up to include their physic-chemical and biological properties [14] [15] [16] ; next-generation biomaterials provide a microenvironment able to recruit and induce SCs differentiation, in order to guide tissue regeneration (scaffold-guided regeneration, or SGR).
The desirable result would be to get a biological "quantum entanglement" between stem cells and their niche: this is a concept belonging to physics, describing pairs or groups of particles that interact among themselves irrespective of whether they are significantly separated by a large distance. Nanotechnologies are providing novel opportunities to obtain bioactive and interactive niches, through the development of smart biomaterials with specific physic-chemical properties specially designed to improve the 3D stem cell culture. 17 SC niches are believed to be able to stimulate both resident MSCs, responsible of physiologic turnover and of wound repair, and circulating stem cells, which can be directed to specific target-sites where to guide tissue and organ regeneration (cell-homing). As an example, the components of several dental tissues can be used in specific protocols to promote dental pulp regeneration and to improve the clinical results of tissue-engineering for dental applications. 18 Tissue engineered 3D-organoids represent another promising example of complex SC niche. 3D cell cultures stimulated by growth factors and/or by physical modifications of bioreactor could represent the ideal environment for SCs to differentiate into complex and heterogeneous cell-based constructs called organoids. Scientific literature reported interesting experiments with organoids: surprisingly, such technique has been used to create in-vitro functional salivary glands 19 : recent studies were aimed to isolate epithelial stem-like cells from the human dental follicle (hDFSCs) and explore their potential differentiation into salivary gland (SG) cells; when cultured under in-vitro 3D conditions, hDFSCs were capable to differentiate into SG acinar and duct cells. One of the major obstacles in using organoids is the difficulty to reproduce the different extracellular matrix (ECM) microenvironment: this step is crucial for maintaining the function and survival of cells cultured in 3D-organoids. Organoids are typically made of decellularized tissues: they are able to largely retain the 3D architecture characterizing the extracellular matrix (ECM) microenvironment, in order to support the recolonization of tissues by stem cells and local inflammatory cells. [17] [18] [19] ECM-based organoids can effectively promote the homing of peripheral/circulating stem cells, moreover, they support the development of a functional complex tissue. 20 Regenerative dentistry: the future is behind a smart simple concept Undoubtedly, regenerative medicine is daily expanding and it continues to attract notable academic interest worldwide. Educating and training in regenerative medicine the new generation of researchers in regenerative medicine is of utmost importance, albeit often underestimated. The University of Virginia (UVa) has developed a course entitled "Introduction to research in regenerative medicine", with the aim of building research skills and ensure exposure to the basic concepts of SCs and tissue regeneration. 21 Similarly, regenerative dentistry is emerging as a promising area of education and research, which aims to provide a "biological alternative" to the replacement and regeneration of oral and dental tissues, which has been historically repaired with dental materials or replaced by prosthetic solutions (e.g. dental implants). Regenerative dentistry is based on the synergic use of biomimetic scaffolds, proper growth factors and mesenchymal stem cells combined and integrated within the traditional surgical procedures: the future oral surgeons need to be trained on biological protocols to improve their expertise with the most recent concepts related to the biologically-guided regenerative dentistry. 22 Several recent studies have reported the regenerative potential of mesenchymal stem cells derived from disposed oral and dental tissues. 10 Human dental tissues are often discarded as medical waste after oral surgery procedures; as fate would have it, many dental tissues are well-known to be a rich and easily obtainable source of adult mesenchymal stem cells. The "medicine from disposed tissues", also called "waste-medicine", is a recent branch of regenerative medicine that carefully sees these newly discovered MSCs sources, such as human periapical inflammatory cysts or other discarded tissues; nevertheless, the health status of the donors must be taken into serious account when therapies employ human-origin cells, in fact, it has been hypothesized that the variability in donors' health may also affect the biological properties of their MSCs. 23, 24 
Conclusion
In the last 20 years, several exciting scientific achievements have been achieved in regenerative medicine: dental research has played a notable role in tissue engineering, in fact, as a natural consequence, the recent declination of regenerative medicine is the regenerative dentistry. Definitely, regenerative dentistry represents a huge heritage for the next generations of dental researchers and clinicians; in this light, dental schools should pay more attention to improve teaching programs with some strategic subjects, such as cell biology, molecular biology and tissue engineering.
Hopefully, the full potential of regenerative dentistry will be increasingly recognized and available for dental clinicians for the benefit of patients: a big step forward could be done in the next few years, with the turn-over of the last generation of academics and clinicians. This improvement of biomedical technologies will be a real breakthrough in the healthcare policy: the future medicine has already born today.
